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Graphical presentations can be used to communicate information in relational data sets
succinctly and effectively. However, novel graphical presentations that represent many
attributes and relationships are often difficult to understand completely until explained.
Automatically generated graphical presentations must therefore either be limited to
generating simple, conventionalized graphical presentations, or risk incomprehensibility. A
possible solution to this problem would be to extend automatic graphical presentation
systems to generate explanatory captions in natural language, to enable users to under-
stand the information expressed in the graphic. This paper presents a system to do so. It
uses a text planner to determine the content and structure of the captions based on: (1) a
representation of the structure of the graphical presentation and its mapping to the data it
depicts, (2) a framework for identifying the perceptual complexity of graphical elements,
and (3) the structure of the data expressed in the graphic. The output of the planner is
further processed regarding issues such as ordering, aggregation, centering, generating
referring expressions and lexical choice. We discuss the architecture of our system and its
strengths and limitations. Our implementation is currently limited to 2-D charts and maps,
but, except for lexical information, it is completely domain independent. We illustrate our
discussion with figures and generated captions about housing sales in Pittsburgh.
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1. Introduction
This paper describes a framework for generating natural language captions to accompany complex graphical
presentations of diverse data sets. It describes an implemented system that integrates two robust systems:
SAGE—an intelligent graphics presentation system (Roth et al., 1994), and a natural language generator,
consisting of a text planner (Young and Moore, 1994; Young, 1997), a micro-planner implementing tactical
decisions, and a sentence realizer (Elhad and Robin, 1992).
Graphical presentations can be an effective method for succinctly communicating information about
multiple, diverse data attributes and their interrelationships. More than 80% of all business reports these
days contain graphic presentations of data (Beattie and Jones, 1994; Schmid, 1983). When a display
includes only a small number of data attributes or can make use of conventionalized graphical styles (e.g.,
spreadsheet graphics), it is easy for a viewer to understand how to interpret it. However, one of the main
goals for automatic presentation systems is to allow users to see complex relationships between different
attributes and perform problem-solving tasks (e.g., summarizing, finding correlations or groupings, and
analyzing trends in data) that involve many data attributes at the same time. A number of research groups
have developed systems that can automatically design sophisticated presentations to support a task --
presentations that are both novel and complex (e.g., (Casner 1991; Mackinlay 1986; Roth et al., 1994)).
These graphics are often difficult to understand (Shah, 1995). Clearly, such graphics can only be fully
effective for supporting analysis tasks if accompanied by explanations designed to enable users to
understand how the graphics express the information they contain. Studies have shown that the presentation
of captions with pictures can significantly improve both recall and comprehension, compared to either
pictures or captions alone (Nugent, 1983; Large et al., 1995; Hegarty and Just, 1993). This suggests that the
generation of captions for statistical graphics is an important application area in which natural language
generation techniques can make a significant contribution.
In our system, the graphical displays are designed by an automatic presentation component, SAGE
(Roth et al., 1994), and are often complex for several reasons. First, they typically display many data
attributes at once. The mapping of many different data attributes to multiple graphical objects in a single
display can be difficult to determine from the graphics alone. Second, integrating multiple data attributes in
a display requires designing graphics that are unfamiliar to users accustomed to spreadsheet graphics that
create simple displays of individual data attributes. While these integrated displays can be very useful once
they are explained, it is often difficult to understand them completely without accompanying explanations.
Finally, the nature of the data with which we are concerned is inherently abstract and does not have an
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obvious or natural visual representation. Unlike depictions of real world objects or processes (e.g., radios
(Feiner and McKeown 1991), coffee makers (Walster et al., 1993), network diagrams (Marks, 1991)) and
visualizations of scientific data (e.g., weather, medical images), visualizations of abstract information lack
an obvious physical analog.
As an example of the type of data we are concerned with, consider the graphic shown in Figure 1. This
is a SAGE generated version of the famous graphic drawn by Minard in 18611  depicting Napoleon's march
of 1812 (Roth et al., 1994). The graphic relates seven different variables: position (latitude and longitude),
size, direction of movement, temperature, and dates and locations of battles. Unless one has seen this
graphic (or a very similar one) before, it can be very difficult to understand. Indeed, Minard accompanied
the original graphic with a paragraph of text, the first half of which is about how the graphic expresses the
information the information it contains. 2
Consider how the following human-generated caption for the graphic in Figure 1 explains the picture
and the underlying data3
This map shows march segments and battles from Napoleon's 1812 campaign. The map shows the
relation between the geographic locations, temperature and number of troops for each segment. Each
line shows the start and end locations for the march segment. Its color shows the temperature, and the
thickness shows the number of troops. The temperature was about 100 degrees for the initial segments
in the west (the wide, dark red lines on the left), about 60 degrees in later segments in the east (the
narrower, light red lines on the right) and about -40 degrees in the last segments, also in the west (the
narrowest, dark blue lines on the left). The number of troops was 400,000 in the earliest segments,
100,000 in the later segments, and 10,000 in the last segments. The city and date of each battle is
shown by the labels of a yellow diamond, which shows the battle's location.
This caption can help users understand the various attributes and the underlying relations between
them--conveyed so succinctly by the graphic.
                                                       
1
 The original graphic can be found on page 41 in (Tufte, 1983).
2
 Minard's original caption, translated from French, reads:
   Figurative map of the losses, expressed in men, of the army during the Russian campaign. 1812-1813)
   Print by M. Minard. Retired general inspector of the “Ponts et Chaussees.”
   The number of men is represented by the width of the colored zones, where one millimeter corresponds to ten
thousand men; moreover, they (number of men) are written across the zones. Red indicates men entering Russia,
black indicates men exiting it. The information used to fill this map would have not been available without M. Thiers,
de Segur, de Frezerisac, de Chambray, and the journal of Jacob, army pharmacist since Oct. 28th. To help the eye
judge how the army shrank, I assumed that the regiments of Price Jeroms and Marchal Davons, that were detached in
Minsk and Mobilov, and rejoined near Orscha and Wiltesk, always walked together with the army.
3
 Note that the original picture generated by SAGE was in color; the paper contains gray scale reproductions due to
printing limitations.
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Figure 1
A SAGE generated version of the well known Minard graphic.
Although several projects have focused on the question of how such intelligent graphical presentations can
be automatically generated (e.g., (Casner 1991, Mackinlay 1986, Roth and Hefley, 1993, Kerpedjiev,
1992)), they have not addressed the problem of generating the accompanying textual explanations. Without
this ability, automatic graphical presentation systems will necessarily be limited to generating
conventionalized graphics that do not use novel means to express complex relationships among data
attributes, or risk generating displays that users will find difficult to fully comprehend and utilize.
In designing our framework for generating natural language captions we have adapted and integrated
work in natural language generation (NLG) by a number of researchers--including ourselves--in different
sub-areas: text planning, aggregation, centering, computing referring expressions, example generation and
linearization. Given the applied nature of our work, in selecting specific NLG techniques we followed a
parsimonious approach. For each sub-task we selected the simplest technique that was capable, in
conjunction with the behavior of the other sub-tasks, of producing coherent text that could express the
propositions we needed to convey.
The generation process starts with content selection. For this process, we use LONGBOW, a domain-
independent discourse planner originally developed as part of a project aimed at generating tutorial (Young
and Moore, 1994). Using plan operators that encode discourse strategies devised for the task of generating
captions, the planner determines what information should be included in the captions (and consequently
what should be left out), and how to organize the selected information. Operator constraints analyze the
structure of the graphic presentation and the perceptual complexity of the graphical display to enable the
planner to select and apply appropriate strategies. The output of the text planning stage is then further
processed by a micro-planner, a sequence of modules implementing inter- and intra-clause ordering,
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aggregation, and referring expression computation. The module performing intra-clause ordering is of
special interest because it uses a novel technique based on centering theory. Although, we have devised
such a technique specifically for generating captions, it is general and can be applied to any discourse
structure. The other three micro-planning modules use standard NLG techniques. Ordering and aggregation
are based on text genre (i.e., descriptions of information graphics) and domain specific (e.g., real estate
sales or stock market data) heuristics. The referring expression module uses a well-known domain-
independent algorithm that given an intended referent builds a description uniquely identifying it. The
referential problems in our application did not require more sophisticated referring algorithms; there was
also no interaction between computing the referring expressions and inter- and intra-clause ordering. Once
micro-planning is complete the FUF/SURGE realization module generates the actual English. The modules
of our NLG system are discussed in detail in section 5.
In addition to these NLG techniques, generating textual captions for information graphics requires the
following knowledge sources:
• a representation of the syntax of graphical displays, that is, the structural, spatial and other relations
among graphical objects and their properties. For example, the relationship between the end points
of the lines in Figure 1 to positions on the map, the fact that an axis conveys the positional values
for all the objects within a chart 4 the difference between alternative uses of color: (i) constant color,
(ii) color used to distinguish between different attributes, and (iii) color used to encode data values.
• a representation of the semantics of graphical displays, i.e., the mapping from data objects and their
attributes to graphical ones. For example, in Figure 1 the fact that the temperature during a march
segment is mapped to the color of the corresponding graphical segment.
• a mechanism for determining which aspects of graphical displays must be explained based on their
perceptual complexity or the complexity of the data attributes they express. This mechanism must
take into account information about the underlying data and the perceptual complexity of the way in
which data attributes and relations have been mapped to graphical entities.
We describe these knowledge sources and the discourse strategies in the following three sections.
                                                       
4
 Except those that are positioned relative to other objects, as explained in Section 4.
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Figure 2
A sample graphic generated by SAGE.
2. SAGE : A System for Automatic Graphical Explanations
SAGE is a knowledge-based presentation system that designs graphical displays of combinations of diverse
information (e.g., quantitative, relational, temporal, hierarchical, categorical, geographic). The inputs to
SAGE include: (1) sets of data represented as tuples in a relational database, (2) a characterization of the
properties of the data that are relevant to graphic design, and (3) an optional set of design specifications,
expressing a user's preferences for visualizing the data set.
SAGE’s output consists of one or more coordinated sets of 2-D information graphics that use a variety
of graphical techniques to integrate multiple data attributes in a single display. SAGE integrates multiple
attributes in three ways:
• by representing them as different properties of the same set of graphical objects. For example, both
the left and the right edges of the bars in the left most chart in Figure 2 are used to map attributes
(asking-price and selling-price respectively)
•  by assembling multiple graphical objects into groups that function as units to express data. For
example, the interval bar and the mark in the left most chart in Figure 2 are used to show different
types of price-related attributes: asking-price, selling-price and the agency-estimate.
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•  by aligning multiple charts and tables together with respect to a common axis. For example, the
three charts in Figure 2 are aligned on the Y-axis which indicates the house.
Creating a graphic that integrates data in this way is partly an encoding process in which the values of
data attributes are converted into graphical values of properties of objects (e.g., color, shape, and spatial
position of polygons). Interpreting the information in a graphic is a decoding process, where people must
translate visual symbols back into data values. SAGE creates graphics that enable people to perform
efficiently information-seeking tasks (e.g., searching for clusters of data values that are different from the
rest and looking up other facts to understand what makes them different). However, in designing graphics,
SAGE only considers how effectively attributes can be mapped to graphical properties to support a task. For
example, a requirement to be able to search for particular values by name might result in the relevant
attribute being arranged along an axis in lexicographic order; on the other hand, if it is important to find the
maximum and minimum values in a set, SAGE might order these values in terms of magnitude. SAGE , like
other automated presentation systems (Casner 1991, Mackinlay 1986,), does not take into account
perceptual complexities associated with the resulting graphic. For instance, SAGE does not explicitly reason
about the difficulties users may have in translating bi-color saturation scales to exact numerical values5
S AG E ca n al s o de s ig n co mpl ex pr es en t at io n s th at ha ve ov er la p pi ng ob je ct s , or us e cl u st er co mp os i ti on to 
d ef in e a n ov e l co mb i na ti o n or g r ou pi n g of g r ap hi c al o bj e ct s i n th e p re se n ta ti on . Thi s c an ma ke u n de r- 
s ta nd in g s ome o f th e g ra p hi cs t h at S AG E ge ne ra t es q u it e di f fi cu l t. For t un at e ly , th e p ic t ur e re p re se n ta ti on us ed 
i n S AG E co nt ai n s a c ompl et e d ec l ar at iv e r ep r es en ta t io n o f th e c on te n t an d s tr uc t ur e of th e g ra ph ic in a fo rm
t ha t ca n b e u se d fo r r ea s on in g b y ot h er c omp on en t s. Thu s , th i s re pr e se nt a ti on c a n be us ed t o r ea s on a bo u t
p os si bl e s ou r ce s of us er co nf us i on a r is in g f ro m map pi ng s t ha t a re e i th er co mp le x o r a mb ig uo u s to th e us e r.
SAGE 's representation serves three functions in explanation generation. First, it helps define what a
viewer must understand about a graphic in order to obtain useful information from it. It does this by
defining the elements of a graphic and the way they combine to express facts (i.e., how they map to data).
Second, the representation describes the structure of both the graphical presentation and the data it presents,
so that they can be explained coherently. Finally, the representation helps derive judgments of complexity
for specifying graphical elements needing text explanation. To understand these three functions, we briefly
review the representation.
                                                       
5
 The Minard Graphic, shown in Figure 1, uses the bi-color saturation technique to map temperature values to the march segments
shown in the map.
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Figure 3
A graphic generated by SAGE to illustrate the use of encoders.
Graphemes are the basic building blocks for constructing pictures. Marks, text, lines, and bars are
some of the different grapheme classes available in SAGE. Each grapheme type consists of a definition of
the parameters that control the appearance of all graphemes of that type; different grapheme sub-types can
be created by varying specific parameters. Individual graphemes can be generated by providing appropriate
values for all the input parameters. For instance, individual marks can be generated by providing values for
the parameters: x coordinate, y coordinate, shape, size and color to an instance of a mark class encoder;
individual line segments can be generated by providing values for the coordinates x1, y1, x2 and y2,
thickness and color to the line class encoder.
Symbol classes are used to organize graphemes into structures that express facts in the data set. A
labeled mark, an interval bar and a bar with an attached label are some of the more familiar symbol classes
available in SAGE . Each symbol class consists of a definition of the spatial relationship among a set of
graphemes and the correspondence between the parameters of this set and attributes types in a data-set. A
labeled-mark, for instance, would be defined as a combination of a mark and a text label and the spatial
relationship between them. Consider the labeled-marks in the chart shown in Figure 3. The spatial position
of the label is dependent on the position of the mark: it is offset slightly to the right and above the mark.
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Figure 4
Encoders used in mapping attributes to a labeled-mark in the next chart shown in Figure 3.
Symbol classes in SAGE can be either pre-defined (some of the more common ones, such as a labeled-mark
have already been defined), or created by the system based on rules about combining different graphemes
into clusters.
Encoders are used to relate specific data values and graphical values to each other. Horizontal/Vertical
axes, color keys, size keys and shape keys are some of the different encoders available in SAGE. Each
encoder class consists of a definition of the relation between a family of data set attributes and a particular
graphical type. SAGE can then use this information to map data values to graphical values in designing a
picture, and provide a frame of reference (e.g., axes, keys, etc.) that can be used to visually interpret
specific values in the picture. For instance, a color encoder could map data values “less than 5” to the
graphical value “blue” and others to “red.” A schematic of the encoders used in the chart shown in Figure 3
is shown in Figure 4.
In addition to this knowledge about graphemes, symbols and encoders, SAGE also uses knowledge of
the characteristics of data relevant to graphic design (Roth and Mattis, 1990, Roth and Hefley 1993),
including knowledge of data types and scales of measurement (e.g., quantitative, interval, ordinal, or
nominal data sets), structural relationships among data (e.g., the relation between the end-points of ranges
or between the two coordinates of a 2-D geographic location), and the functional dependencies among
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attributes in database relations (e.g., one:one, one:many, many:many). As we will show later, the latter is
an important factor in selecting a high-level discourse strategy for generating explanatory captions.
Finally, SAGE has a library of graphical techniques, knowledge of the appropriateness of the
techniques for different data and tasks, and design knowledge for assembling these techniques into
composites that can integrate information in a single display. SAGE uses this graphic design knowledge
together with the data characterization knowledge to generate displays of information.
To summarize, the portion of SAGE’s knowledge base that is most relevant for generating explanatory
captions is its graphical syntax and semantics. The syntax includes a definition of the graphical constituents
that convey information: spaces (e.g., charts, maps, tables), (graphemes) (e.g., labels, marks, bars) , their
properties (e.g. color, shape), and encoders--the frames of reference that enable their properties to be
interpreted/translated back to data values--(e.g., axes, graphical keys.). The syntax also defines the ways in
which graphemes can be combined to form symbols--composites that integrate multiple data attributes
(e.g., a label attached to a mark). The syntactic structure of a graphical display, like the linguistic structure
of text, can provide guidance for creating structurally coherent explanations.
The representation of the semantics of graphics conveys the way data is mapped to the syntactic
elements of displays. It also provides guidance for organizing explanatory captions by grouping graphical
elements that express data attributes that form a coherent group. The data characterization provides
knowledge of the structure of the data and therefore also influences the structure of the explanation.
3. Discourse Strategies for Generating Captions
Exp la na t io ns ab ou t i nf or mat io na l g ra p hi cs c a n be cl as si f ie d i nt o at le as t t hr ee ca te g or ie s b as ed on t he 
s tr uc tu r al p r op er ti e s of th e pi c tu re , t he s t ru ct u re o f t he u n de rl yi n g da t a at tr i bu te s , an d t he ir ma pp in g t o s pa ce s
a nd g ra p he me s . Th es e e xp l an at io n s tr a te gi es re fl e ct t he ov er a ll s tr u ct ur e o f th e g ra p hi c pr e se nt a ti on : whe th e r
t he s pa c es a r e al ig n ed a l on g a c ommo n a xi s, an d a ro un d t he f u nc ti on a ll y i nd ep en d en t a tt ri bu t e (FI A) . An 
a tt ri bu t e is fu nc ti o na ll y i nd ep e nd en t i f it un iq u el y de t er mi n es t he va lu e s of a l l ot h er a tt r ib ut e s. For ex amp le , in 
o ne o f o ur c u rr en t d at as e ts a bo u t ho u se s al e s, t h e ho us e 's s t re et a d dr es s h as b e en s p ec if ie d a s t he ( FI A); i t 
u ni qu el y d et e rmin es th e a sk in g p ri ce , s el li n g pr i ce , an d t he ot he r a tt ri b ut es i n t he da ta ba s e. I n c on tr a st , t he 
l is ti ng ag en c y do es no t u ni qu el y d et e rmin e a ny o f t he o t he r a tt ri bu t es i n t he h o us e- s al es r e la ti o n.
In addition to the factors mentioned above--used to select the overarching discourse strategies--the
system also makes use of additional information about the symbols and their mappings used in the display
to select and organize information to be presented in the caption. For instance, the system uses graphical
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These three charts show information about houses from data set PGH-23. Each
chart has two axes. The Y-axis identifies the houses in the three charts. The
data set contains 18 items. The X-axis in the first chart indicates house prices.
The origin is at zero and there are five ticks on the axis, with the minimum
value being $44,000. The difference between each tick is $110,000. The values
mapped to the axis range from $55,000 to $399,000. The left edge of the bar
shows the asking price of a house. Selling prices shown range from $55,00 to
$387,000. Asking prices range from $61,000 to $399,000. The horizontal
position of the square mark shows the agency estimate. These range from
$55,000 to $387,000. For example…
Figure 5
A fragment of one possible verbose caption for the graphic in Figure 6.
information to determine the order in which information is presented. This reasoning can occur at various
levels of the picture representation: at the space level (all objects in a space are described before objects in
another space), at the grapheme cluster level (all objects in a cluster are described together) and at the
encoder level (all objects that map the same attribute type are described together). SAGE 's representation of
the graphical display thus provides additional information that can be considered when text explanations
are generated.
The process of generating natural language explanations can be divided into three conceptual stages:
(i) select a discourse strategy to provide the overall organization of the explanation based on the structural
properties of the graphical presentation, the relations expressed in the dataset and the data to grapheme
mappings, (ii) within each space of the presentation, use the complexity metric to determine the amount of
detail to be included in the explanation, and (iii) reason about the tactical decisions in sentence planning.
In our current application, content selection mainly consists of determining the complex or ambiguous
aspects of a graphic presentation. In general, knowledge based systems cannot afford to generate a
paraphrase of the entire knowledge base. As illustrated by Figure 5, an explanation that includes all the
facts in the underlying picture representation or data set for even a simple graphic in SAGE would be
extremely verbose. Most of the facts expressed in such a caption would be both obvious and unnecessary
for the average user. Studies have shown approximately three-fourths of the time spent by users in
interpreting a graphic is used in understanding the data to grapheme mappings (Shah, 1995; Cleveland and
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These three charts show information about houses from data set PGH-23. The Y-axis identifies the houses in the three
charts. In the first chart, house prices are shown by the X axis. The house’s selling price is shown by the left edge of
the bar, whereas the asking price is shown by the right edge. The horizontal position of the mark shows the agency
estimate. For example, as shown in the highlighted tuple, the asking price of 3237 Beechwood is $82K, its selling
price is $75K, and the agency estimate is $81K. In the second chart, the house’s date on the market is shown by the
left edge of a bar, whereas date sole is shown by the right edge. Color indicates the neighborhood. The third chart
shows the listing agency.
Figure 6
Graphic with the caption generated using strategy 1.
McGill, 1987). Therefore, our initial goal was to generate captions describing only those mappings that
might be either complex or ambiguous for the average user. The system can currently analyze a picture
representation for five different types of complexities and ambiguities; these are discussed in greater detail
in the following section (Section 4). This section discusses the three strategies used by the system to
structure the content during text planning. The sentence planning phase is discussed in Section 5, where the
individual components implementing the tactical decisions in the micro-planner are described in detail.
3.1 Strategy 1: Graphic organized around the functionally independent attribute
As mentio ned ea rlier, the t hree s trateg ies us ed by the ca ption genera tor de pend u pon bo th the struc ture o f the
gra phic p resent ation and th e rela tions in the data set pr esente d in t he gra phic. The fi rst st rategy can b e appl ied
whe n the data s et con tains a func tional ly ind epende nt att ribute (FIA) that is use d as a n orga nizing devic e or
“an chor” for th e enti re gra phic. This o ccurs either when the gr aphic has on ly one space and t he FIA is ma pped
to one of the a xes, o r when there are multipl e spac es and the FIA is mapped to th e axis of al ignmen t.
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This chart and table show information about house sales from data set PGH-23. The Y-axis identifies the
houses in the two spaces. In the chart, dates are shown along the X-axis. The house’s date on the market is
shown by the left edge of a bar, whereas the date sold is shown by the right edge. Color indicates the listing
agency. The label to the left of a bar indicates the asking price, whereas the label to the right indicates the
selling price. The table shows the agency estimate.
Figure 7
Caption for an alternative presentation of the dataset used in Figure 6.
In such cases, the strategy attempts to reinforce the organizing role of the functionally independent
attribute. The explanation strategy identifies the anchor and the independent attribute first. Then, it
describes each space in the picture relative to the anchor. Domain attributes mapped in the graphic are also
mentioned in the context of the FIA and the type of relationship defined between them (one:one or
one:many). Two SAGE generated graphics and the associated explanations that illustrate this organizing
principle are shown in Figures 6 and 7. These two figures illustrate the importance of a caption generator in
this application. Both figures present the same data set about house sales. However, the presentations
generated by SAGE are different, make use of different mappings, and give rise to different perceptual
complexit ies. Consequ ently, the c ontent of th e capt ions g enerat ed is also d iffere nt. Ho wever, in bo th the 
cap tions, the o verall disco urse s trateg y is t he same: to emphas ize th e alig ning Y-axis, the f unctio nally
ind epende nt att ribute --the hou se-add ress, a nd str ucture the d escrip tion o f the other attrib utes i n terms of t he FIA.
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This chart and table show information about house sales from data set PGH-23. It emphasizes the
relationship between house prices and the number of days on the market. The X-axis shows the house prices,
whereas the Y-axis shows the house’s number of days on the market. The house’s listing agency is indicated
by color. The selling price is shown by the left edge of the bar, whereas the asking price is shown by the
right edge. The position of the mark shows the agency estimate.
Figure 8
Graphic with caption generated using strategy 2.
3.2 Strategy 2: Single space organized around dependent attributes
However, in cases where the graphic is organized around dependent attributes, the explanation cannot be
structured around any of them. This is because the attribute may be defined in either one:many or
many:many relationships in the dataset and cannot therefore be used as an identifier. This is the case in
Figures 8 and 9. In these two figures, the attributes that are mapped to the axes of the charts are dependent
attributes such as days-on-market, number-of-rooms and lot-size. Neither of these can be used to refer to
other attributes unambiguously. Thus, the discourse strategy cannot be the same as in the case where an
FIA is mapped along one of the axes. Instead the explanation emphasizes the relation between the
dependent attribute(s) that serve as organizer(s). There are two strategies depending on whether or not the
figure consists of multiple spaces. If there is only a single space in the graphic, the explanation emphasizes
the relation between the attributes encoded against the two axes. A SAGE generated graphic and the
associated explanation that illustrates this organizing principle is shown in Figure 8. The caption generated
for the figure illustrates how the strategy emphasizes the relationship between the attributes mapped along
the axes. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the variation in house prices and the number of days a
house is on the market in the data set.
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These charts show information about house sales from data set PGH-23. In the two charts, the X-axis shows
the selling prices. The top chart emphasizes the relationship between the number of rooms and the selling
price. The bottom chart emphasizes the relationship between the lot size and the selling price.
Figure 9
Graphic with caption generated using strategy 3.
3.3 Strategy 3: Multiple spaces aligned along an axis with dependent attributes
The second strategy discussed above is only applicable if there is a single space in the presentation.
However, SAGE is capable of designing presentations with multiple spaces that are aligned along dependent
attributes in the data-set. In such cases, the explanation generator cannot describe all the concepts in the
presentation using strategy #2. This is because if one of the spaces in the presentation happens to have the
FIA mapped to its non-aligned axis, a description such as (“this space shows the (one:one) relationship
between the <FIA> and <attribute-2>“) would not be natural. In such cases, it is more natural to use
strategy #1 to describe the mappings in that space. Therefore, strategy #3 allows the system to organize the
caption for each space accordingly, depending upon whether the FIA is mapped along its non-aligned axis.
Figure 9 shows such a graphic and the corresponding caption. The two charts in 9 are aligned along the X-
axis, which is used to encode (house-price). In generating the captions for the two charts, the system
describes each one independently, using either strategy #1 or #2, as appropriate. It describes the top one
first (following the structure of the graphic) and then the bottom one. Each of them, in this case, is
described using strategy #2 because they both have dependent attributes mapped along the axes.
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4. Graphical Complexity: The Need for Clarification
In the pr evious secti on, we discu ssed t hree s trateg ies us ed to organi ze the infor mation to be prese nted. As
men tioned earli er, it is importan t to s elect information about mappin gs bas ed on either compl exity or amb iguity 
if the ca ption is to be bot h succ inct a nd inf ormati ve. We have identi fied t he fol lowing five types of gra phical 
complexit ies th at can make it dif ficult for a user to und erstan d comp lex da ta to graphe me map pings.6
4.1 Encoder Complexity
Understanding the encoders used in designing a picture is necessary for users to be able to read data values
shown in the picture. Encoders allow the user to map between graphical values and attribute values. Two
examples of encoders are the axes (which allow users to map between positional values in the picture and
data values along the axes), and graphical keys (these can illustrate mappings between variables such as
size and shape and attribute values). Complexities can arise either (i) when an encoder is complex, or (ii)
when an encoder mapping uses a scale that is complex.
Consider for instance, Figure 10. Among the encoders used in this picture are the X and Y axes which
map positional information to house prices and house addresses respectively. In the chart shown here, the X
axis does not have a zero origin (presumably in order to make the differences between the data items
clearer by having more screen real estate to display a smaller range of data values). Because of this
translation of the origin, it is no longer possible to conclude in this chart that a bar twice as long as another
b ar e nc o de s a v al ue twic e a s la r ge ( f or i ns t an ce , b ar s r ep re s en ti ng ho us e s WALNUT- 6 34 3 an d VERMONT- 
6 37 i n 1 0) . Bot h ax i s tr a ns la ti o n an d t ru nc a ti on - -t o co mpr es s e mp ty re gi o ns i n q ua nt i ta ti ve da ta - -c an l e ad t o 
f al se i n fe re n ce s. Si mi la r d ec od i ng p r ob le ms ca n o cc ur wi th o t he r en c od in g t ec hn i qu es as wel l , as wh en a 
q ua nt it a ti ve at tr ib u te i s map pe d t o t he a re a o f a c ir cl e o r n on -l in e ar s c al es a r e us e d al on g a xe s .
A mor e c ompl e x ex amp le o f e nc od i ng t e ch ni qu e c omp le xi ty ca n b e se en in Fi gu re 1 . Sat u ra ti on an d c ol or a r e
c ombi ne d i n a s in gl e e nc o di ng t e ch ni q ue t o e xp re s s te mp e ra tu r e. Dar k r ed in di ca t es 1 0 0 de gr e es a n d da rk 
b lu e in d ic at e s -4 0 d eg re e s. As t he c o lo r ge t s pa l er ( le s s sa t ur at ed ) i t i nd ic at e s a l es s ex t re me te mp er a tu re . For 
e xa mp le , p al e r ed ( p in k) in di ca t es 6 5 d eg re e s, wh il e pa l e bl u e in di c at es -5 d eg r ee s. Wh it e i nd ic a te s a
t ra ns it i on p o in t.7 Th us b o th t h e fr ame o f r ef er en c e (t h e co lo r -s at u ra ti on ke y) an d th e t ec h ni qu e a re p o te nt ia l ly 
                                                       
6
 It is clear that explicitly reasoning about individual users and maintaining a record of user capabilities would result in better
individualized descriptions than by using a default user model as is done here. Our system actually makes use of simple user
models but we will not discuss this issue here.
7
 Not only is the encoding technique complex, but the user must understand the conventions used--blue to the cooler side of the
scale, red to the warmer.
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Fig ur e 1 0
Compr eh e ns io n c an b e h in d er ed b y e nc o di ng t e ch ni q ue c omp le xi t ie s (e .g., a t ru nc a te d X-a xi s) .
c ompl ex he re . Fig ur e 1 a l so i ll u st ra t es r an ge c o mp le x it y: t he u s er mu st d et e rmin e wha t t he t r an si ti o n po i nt i s
( wh et he r i t i s th e c en te r o f th e s ca l e, o r s ome s pe ci al va lu e , su ch as 3 2 d eg re e s F) . The g r ap hi c i s no t e xp l ic it 
a bo ut wh et he r t he t wo ra n ge s on bo th si de s o f th i s sp ec i al t r an si ti o n po i nt a re ba la n ce d.
4.2 Grapheme Complexity
Although the encoder (e.g., positional encoding on an axis) and the mapping (e.g., the scale used along the
axis) may both be simple, a grapheme that uses that encoder and mapping may still be difficult for users to
interpret. This may occur for a variety of reasons ranging from too many mappings to problems in
identifying the mappings. Complexities of this type can arise from:
• multiple grapheme properties: In some cases, the presentations can include graphemes that have a
large number of geometric properties used in mapping data attributes. Consider, for instance, Figure 11.
While the encoders in the figure are relatively straightforward, the fact that four different mappings are
used here--x position, y position, shape and color--can hinder comprehension.
• unclear geometric properties: Circular marks and horizontal bars are usually familiar to most readers
and SAGE chooses them whenever possible. However, in some cases the system may have to use
graphemes that are not as common. In such cases, the reader has to not only understand the encoder and
the mapping technique, but also understand which property of the grapheme is being used in each
encoding. Consider, for instance, if a triangular mark is used in a plot chart: in order to interpret its
positional property, it is essential to know which of its three vertices (or the center) is used in the
mapping.)
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FIGURE 11
Comprehension difficulties can result from complex graphemes with multiple properties being used in the
encoding.
• semantic properties: The third type of grapheme complexity occurs in graphemes that have sub-
components. For instance if an icon of a truck were to be used as a grapheme, and different sub-
components were used in the mappings (e.g., speed of the truck to the wheel size, cargo type to tank
color), the reader must understand not only the various data to grapheme mappings, but also the
relationship between the various sub-components.)
4.3 Ambiguous Mapping Complexity
A user's ability to identify the mapping of even simple techniques can be hindered when dissimilar
graphemes (or dissimilar properties of a grapheme) are used to map to similar attribute types. Consider for
instance, the charts in Figures 12  and 13. The left and right edges of the bar in 12 refer to the selling-price
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Figure 12
Complexities can arise from ambiguous mappings (a).
a nd a sk in g- p ri ce of a h o us e i n th e d omai n . Ho we v er , t he X a xi s r ep re s en ts p ri ce s in g en e ra l, an d th e re i s n o
way t o d is ti n gu is h b et we e n th e t wo f r om t he fi gu r e it se l f. Si mi la rl y , in Fi gu re 13 , t he t wo te xt la be ls re fe r t o
t wo d if f er en t p ri ce s , bu t t he t wo at t ri bu te s c an n ot b e d is ti n gu is he d f ro m o ne a n ot he r s ol el y f ro m t he f i gu re .8
4.4 Composition Complexity
When multiple graphemes occur in a space, they can be confusing at first until their relationship to each
other are clarified. Compositions can result in clusters of two types:
•  Cooperative Graphemes: For example, consider the chart shown in Figure 14. The mark and label
graphemes form an aggregate that must be considered together. In this case, since the label conveying
the real estate agency is slightly offset from the position on the X and Y axes, it cannot be interpreted
as being related to a particular house and a date of sale on its own. Grapheme composition results in
multiple graphemes being displayed as a spatially grouped conceptual unit--these need to be
understood as such and interpreted accordingly.
                                                       
8
 In the housing domain, it may be assumed that asking-price is either greater or equal to the selling-price, but in fact, this is not
always the case. Buyers sometimes get into bidding wars that cause the selling-price to become greater than the asking-price.
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House
BEECHWOOD-1174
BEECHWOOD-2266
BEELER-3931
DOUGLAS-5919
PENHAM-6828
SHADY-2263
SQ-HILL-1405
WELFER-1027
WILKINS-5735
Oct-89 Nov-89 Dec-89 Jan-90 Feb-90
Sale Date
185K  163K
118K  106K
265K  255K
95K  89K
132K  121K
112K  100K
225K  219K
150K  138K
350K  330K
Figure 13
Complexities can arise from ambiguous mappings
•  Interfering Graphemes: Unfortunately, grapheme composition does not always result in a cluster
where the graphemes are distinct and non-occluding. Consider, for instance, the chart shown in 8. The
mark indicating the agency estimate of the selling price often overlaps with the interval bar showing the
actual asking and selling prices. In some cases, the asking and selling prices are so close that the mark
indicating the agency estimate actually occludes the interval bar. Clusters such as this can hinder
interpretation and it is important that such mappings be clarified.
4.5 Alignment Complexity
As illustrated in Figures 6, 7, and 9, alignment of multiple charts and/or tables can be a useful technique for
supporting comparisons, rapid lookups for many attributes of the same object, and for maintaining
consistent scales. Whenever an alignment occurs, all but one of the charts become separated from the
aligning axis labels and the relation between the aligned axis and the rest of the charts may not be clear.
The complexity assessment module in the system is capable of identifying the graphemes in the
display that are complex for any of the five reasons described in this section. It annotates the picture
representation generated by SAGE to indicate the graphemes and their types of complexity. The result of the
complexity assessment for the Minard graphic—Figure 1—is shown in Figure 15. As discussed earlier, for
i n s t a n c e , t h e m a p p i n g b e t w e e n t h e a t t r i b u t e t e m p e r a t u r e a n d t h e c o l o r o f t h e l i n e i s c o m p l e x f o r t w o 
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House
BEECH-3237
MOREWOOD-508
PENHAM-6828
VERMONT-637
WALNUT-6343
WOODWELL-6663
20-Oct-89 1-Nov-89 13-Nov-89 25-Nov-89
Date
Hanna
Coldwell
Coldwell
Coldwell
Century-21
Hanna
7-Dec-89
Figure 14
Presentations can have clusters of cooperative graphemes
reasons: (i) encoding complexity, because of the use of color and saturation, and (ii) range complexity,
because of the unequal distributions of warm and cold temperatures. Figure 16 gives the complexity
assignment for the graphic shown in Figure 6. In this case, the mapping between the attribute asking price
and the bar is complex for three reasons: (i) grapheme complexity, since the interval bar is a complex
grapheme (ii) ambiguous mapping, since from the graphic, it is not possible to determine whether the
attribute is mapped to the left edge or the right edge of the bar, and (iii) composition complexity, since the
bar and the mark can overlap and occlude each other (as indicated by the “i” for interfering). The annotated
picture representation can then be used as one of the knowledge sources in the NLG system to select and
structure information appropriately in generating the captions.
5. Generating Explanatory Captions
A high level overview of the system divided into functional modules is shown in Figure 17. A brief
description of each module is given below. Detailed descriptions follow later in the section.
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Data attribute Graphical element Complexity type
temperature grapheme, property encoding complexity
range complexity
troop size grapheme, property grapheme complexity
composition complexity (i)
start-position grapheme, property grapheme complexity
composition complexity (i)
stop-position grapheme, property grapheme complexity
composition complexity (i)
battle city grapheme, property composition complexity (c)
ambiguous mapping
battle date grapheme, property composition complexity (c)
ambiguous mapping
battle location grapheme composition complexity (c)
Figure 15
Result of the complexity assignment module for the “Minard Graphic” in Figure 1 (“I” and “c” are used to
indicate interfering and cooperating graphemes respectively).
Data attribute Graphical element Complexity type
house grapheme, property alignment complexity
asking price grapheme, property
grapheme complexity
ambiguous mapping
composition complexity (i)
selling price grapheme, property
grapheme complexity
ambiguous mapping
composition complexity (i)
agency estimate grapheme, property composition complexity (i)
date on market grapheme, property grapheme complexity (c)
ambiguous mapping
date sold grapheme, property grapheme complexity (c)
ambiguous mapping
listing agency grapheme
Figure 16
Result of the complexity assignment module for Figure 6.
Tex t Plan ning Module: Th e text plann er tak es as input the go al to genera te a c aption , the pictur e repr esenta tion
gen erated by SAG E (a nnotat ed by the co mplexi ty mod ule), and ge nerate s a pa rtiall y orde red te xt pla n. The leave s
of the te xt pla n repr esent speech acts about propos itions that need t o be c onveye d.
Ordering Module: The ordering module takes a partially ordered text plan and imposes a total order on the
speech acts. This may be based on (i) domain specific knowledge about orderings (for instance, knowledge
about temporal order of events), or in the absence of this, (ii) knowledge about graphics (e.g., the left edge
of a bar is discussed before the right edge of a bar).
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Figure 17
System architecture: A functional-block diagram
Aggregation Module: The output of the ordering module is passed to an aggregation module that can
combine multiple propositions into fewer, more complex ones. For instance, the module may combine
some propositions regarding a grapheme into one complex proposition for more natural output.
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Centering Module: Once clauses are ordered and aggregated, coherence of the generated text can be further
improved by selecting appropriate orderings between arguments of each clause. For this task, we have
developed a selection strategy based on the centering model.
Referring Expression Module: The referring expression module analyzes the picture representation and
uses the discourse plan to determine appropriate referring expressions for the concepts in the speech acts.
Lexical Choice and Realization Modules: This lexical choice module picks lexical items and transforms the
speech acts to functional descriptors (FDs) to be processed by FUF/SURGE (Elhadad and Robin, 1992;
Elhadad, 1992), the realization module used to generate the English text.
5.1 Text Planning Module
The planner constructs text plans from its library of discourse action descriptions. The representation of
communicative action is separated into two types of operators: action operators and decomposition
operators. Action operators capture the conditions (preconditions and constraints) under which an action
can be executed, and the effects the action achieves if executed under the appropriate conditions.
Preconditions specify conditions that the agent should plan to achieve (e.g., the hearer knows a certain
term), while constraints specify conditions that the agent should not attempt to plan to change (e.g., facts
and rules about the domain). Effects describe the changes that a discourse action is intended to have on the
hearer's mental state. If an action is composite, there must be at least one decomposition operator indicating
how to break the action down into more primitive steps. Each decomposition operator provides a partial
specification for a sub-plan that can achieve the action's effects, provided the preconditions are true at the
time the steps in the decomposition are executed.
As an example of how action and decomposition operators are used to encode discourse actions,
consider the two operators in Figure 18. These two operators describe the discourse action describe-
space-mappings, whose only effect is achieving the state in which the reader knows all the data to
grapheme mappings shown. The first operator is an action operator and it indicates that describe-
space-mappings can be used to achieve the state where the reader knows about the mappings.
(define (action  describe-space-mappings)
  :description  “describe all mappings in a space”
  :parameters  (?space)
  :primitive  nil
  :effect  ((know-all-mappings ?space)))
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(define (decomposition  describe-space-mappings)
  :description  “Describe mappings: +C+I+V”
  :constraints  ((space-p ?space)
(single-space? ?space)
(get-interfacing-graphemes ?space ?int-graphs)
(get-cooperating-graphemes ?space ?coop-graphs)
(get-vanilla-graphemes ?space ?vanilla graphs)
(get anchor ?space ?anchor-axis ?anchor-domain))
:preconditions   ((recognize-space ?space)
    (know-mapping ?space ?anchor-axis ?anchor-domain))
:steps  ((begin        (start ?space))
             (end           (finish ?space)))
:rewrites  (((know-all-mappings ?space)
        ((forall ?ig in ?int-graphs
(know-all-interfering-mappings ?ig ?space))
         (forall ?cg in ?coop-graphs
(know-all-cooperating-mappings ?cg ?space))
         (forall ?vg in ?vanilla-graphs
(know-all-vanilla-mappings ?vg ?space))))))
Figure 18
Sample Plan Operators.
The second operator in Figure 18 is one of the decomposition operators for the describe-space-
mappings action. The decomposition of a non-primitive action can be expressed either in terms of sub-
actions (:steps slot), or in terms of sub-goals of one action's effect :rewrite slot), or in terms of
both. For instance, the :rewrite slot of the decomposition in Figure 18 specifies that one way to achieve
describe-space-mappings 's effect of having the hearer to know all the mappings in one space is to
achieve the three sub-goals of having the hearer to know all the interfering, cooperating and vanilla9
mappings in that space. This example also illustrates how the graphical complexity metrics are used for
content selection by the text planner: just as this operator can be used to describe spaces in which all three
types of graphemes are present, there are other operators which deal specifically with encoder complexities,
compositional complexities, etc.
As illustrated by the second operator in Figure 18, decomposition operators may also have constraints,
which indicate the conditions under which the decomposition may be applied. Such constraints often
specify the type of information needed for particular communicative strategies, and satisfying them causes
the planner to find content to be included in explanations. For example, the constraints of the second
                                                       
9
 Vanilla graphemes are those that are neither interfering nor cooperating.
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operator not only check that a single space is being described, but also find the graphemes of the three
types used in the explanation, and the anchor-mapping in this space. When the planner attempts to use a
decomposition operator, it must try to satisfy all of its constraints. If a constraint contains no unbound
variables, it is simply checked against the knowledge source to which it refers. However, if the constraint
contains free variables (e.g., ?int-graphs in the second operator), the system must search its knowledge
bases for acceptable bindings for these variables. In this way, satisfying constraints directs the planner to
select appropriate content to include in explanations. In the case of the operator shown in Figure 18, the
two preconditions that must be satisfied are (i) that the reader must be able to recognize the space (i.e.,
know which space is being discussed, and the data set being visualized), and (ii) know what the anchor
mapping in the space is (if any). Anchor mappings refer to the mapping between a functionally independent
attribute (FIA)--usually the key in the database schema--and the axis it is mapped to. Thus, action and
decomposition operators specify how information can be combined in a discourse to achieve effects on the
hearer's mental state.
5.1.1 Generating Discourse Plans  Planning begins when a set of communicative goals are posted to the
text planner. The system generates a plan by iterating through a loop that refines the current plan (either
decompositionally or causally), checking the plan after each refinement to ensure that it has not introduced
any errors. Decompositional refinement selects a composite action and creates a sub-plan for that action by
adding instances of the steps listed in the decomposition operator to the current plan. Causal refinement
selects an unsatisfied precondition of a step in the plan and adds a causal link to establish the needed
condition. This is done either by finding a step already in the plan that achieves the appropriate effect, or by
using an action operator to create a new step that achieves the needed condition as one of its effects. For a
complete definition of the algorithm, its computational properties, and its utility for discourse planning, see
(Young, Pollack and Moore, 1994; Young and Moore, 1994).
In the remainder of the section, we present the modules that follow the text planning process and
implement tactical decisions. To clarify the discussion, we describe how each module contributes to the
generation of clauses (3) to (5) in the sample caption shown in Figure 19.
Sample caption
(1) This chart presents information about house sales from data-set TS-2480.
(2) The y-axis shows the houses.
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(3) The house's selling price is shown by the left edge of the bar
(4) whereas the asking price is shown by the right edge.
(5) The horizontal position of the mark shows the agency estimate.)
Figure 19
A representative caption used to illustrate our discussions.
5.2 Ordering Module
The steps in a comple ted te xt pla n are partia lly or dered, and t hus fu rther proces sing must be perfo rmed i n orde r
to genera te a c aption . The order of exe cution of st eps in the p lan ma y eith er be explic itly s pecifi ed by the
ope rator writer or ma y have const raints impos ed on them b y caus al lin ks. Fo r inst ance, in the plan operat or
sho wn in Figure 18, a ll the steps corre spondi ng to the go al recognize-space wi ll be ordere d befo re the 
ste ps cor respon ding t o the goal know-all-mappings bec ause recognize-space is a pre condit ion.
However, most s teps i n the plan a re not expli citly ordere d and do not have causal links betwe en the m dict ating
the order ing. The ord ering module takes as in put th e disc ourse plan, with l inks s pecify ing th e orde ring r elatio ns
bet ween s ub-tre es, an d orde rs the leaf nodes- -the s peech acts-- based on a s et of heuris tics. In our appli cation , for
ins tance, unles s othe rwise indica ted, t he sys tem wi ll des cribe the “l eft ed ge of the ba r” bef ore th e “rig ht edg e.”10
The ordering module sorts first based on the space ordering. This is based on the assumption that in
the absence of any other discourse strategy (such as the need to emphasize or compare properties of a
concept across multiple spaces), the reader will browse the spaces from left to right. After the plan steps
have been sorted on a space-by-space basis, the module sorts plan steps based on their graphical mappings,
using the following ordering heuristics:
position > color > shape > size > text > others
Fin al ly , wit h in e ac h r es u lt in g s ub se t , th e mod ul e o rd er s s te p s by g ra ph eme t yp e us in g t he f o ll owin g o rd e ri ng :
line\ set > bar\ set > mark\ set > text\ set > others
The s tr a te gy of o rd e ri ng fi rs t b y g ra ph ic a l\ ma pp in g an d th e n by g ra ph eme \ ty p e i s ba se d o n o ur a na l ys is of 
h an d ge n er at e d ca pt i on s. We f ou n d th a t mo st ca pt i on s te n de d t o be s t ru ct u re d al o ng t h e ma pp i ng s r at he r t ha n
a lo ng t h e gr a ph emes .
Let us now examine how the system's ordering rules determine the ordering among clauses 3-5 of the
sample caption shown in Figure 19. First, clauses 3-5 are grouped together because they are all mappings to
position. Second, clauses 3-4 precede clause 5 because bar\ set must precede mark\ set. Finally, clause 3
                                                       
10
 This is conventional for languages which are written from left to right, and may be different in other languages that are written
from right to left.
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precedes clause 4, because of the conventional preference for left to right ordering between edges of
floating bars.
So far, we have examined the ordering strategy that the system will follow by default. However, the
ordering module can also take an optional input, a functional specification, which can be used to determine
plan step orderings that do not conform with the default ordering. Using this optional specification, the
system can take advantage of domain knowledge, such as temporal sequencing, which can play an
important role in discourse sequence. For instance, in general it may be preferable to state the mappings of
the left and right edges of a bar in that order. However, if the left edge of a bar indicates a house's selling-
price and the right edge indicates the house's asking-price, the usual temporal ordering between the events
would suggest that one discuss the asking-price before the selling-price, which in turn would lead to
mentioning the right edge before the left edge, contrary to the default ordering.
5.3 Aggregation Module
Once the speech acts are ordered they are passed to the aggregation module. In the general case,
aggregation in natural language is a very difficult problem (Dalianis, 1996; Shaw 1995; Huang and Fiedler,
1996). Fortunately, our generation task requires a type of aggregation that is relatively straightforward. Our
aggregation strategy only conjoins pairs of contiguous propositions about the same grapheme type in the
same space. The module checks for grapheme (types) rather than specific graphemes to cover
circumstances where, for instance, a chart may have a number of grey and black bars (which are different
graphemes of the same type). This enables the system to generate text of the form “The grey bars indicate
the selling price of the house, whereas the black bars indicate the asking price.”
When two propositions are combinable, namely they are about the same grapheme type in the same
space, the system checks to see if the two properties being discussed are contrastive in some way. For
instance, whether the two properties under consideration are the opposite edges of a bar, or are the X and Y
axes, etc. If so, the system picks a contrastive cue phrase (e.g., “whereas”) to merge the clauses resulting
from the two propositions, otherwise the system picks the cue phrase “and.”
Let us now briefly examine how aggregation affected clauses 3-5 of the sample caption in Figure 19.
Clauses 3-4 were conjoined because they are about the same grapheme type, a horizontal bar, in the same
space. Moreover, the module placed a “whereas” cue phrase between the two clauses, because the opposite
edges of a bar are considered contrastive properties.
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5.4 Centering Module
Onc e clau ses ar e orde red an d aggr egated , cohe rence of the gener ated t ext ca n be f urther impro ved by selec ting
app ropria te ord erings betwe en arg uments of ea ch cla use. For thi s task , we h ave de velope d a se lectio n stra tegy
bas ed on the ce nterin g mode l. Foc us (e.g., (Sidner, 1979, Grosz , 1997 )) and cente ring ( e.g., (Grosz , Josh i and
Wei nstein 1995) ) mode ls are attempts at expla ining lingui stic a nd att ention al fac tors t hat co ntribu te to local
coh erence among utter ances. Altho ugh fo cus an d cent ering models were origin ally d evelop ed as founda tions for
und erstan ding s ystems , they have freque ntly b een pr oposed as ef fectiv e knowledge source s for NLG sy stems. In
par ticula r, for (gene rating refer ring e xpress ions) (inclu ding p ronomi naliza tion) (see ( Dale, 1992; Appelt , 1985 ;
May bury, 1991)) , for (decid ing wh en to combin e clau ses) ( subord inatio n and aggreg ation) (see (Derr and
McKeown, 1984), and f inally for c hoosin g appr opriat e inte r/intr a clau se ord erings , name ly, or dering betwe en
cla uses a nd bet ween t heir a rgumen ts (se e (May bury, 1991; Hovy a nd McCoy 188 9; McKeown, 1985)) .
Det ails o n cent ering theory and i ts rel ation to dis course struc ture c an be found in (Gr osz, J oshi a nd
Wei nstein 1995, Walke r 1993 , Walk er, Ii da, an d Cote , 1994 , Gros z and Sidner , 1993 , Gord on, Gr osz, a nd
Gil liom 1 993); for la ck of space in thi s pape r, we only p rovide a min imal i ntrodu ction to the basic termi nology 
of center ing th eory.
Cen ters a re semantic object s (not words , phra ses, o r synt actic forms) that link a n utte rance to oth er
utt erance s in t he same disc ourse segmen t. Cen tering theor y prov ides d efinit ions f or thr ee dif ferent cente rs, an d
for four possib le cen ter tr ansiti ons be tween two ad jacent utter ances. It al so sta tes two fund amenta l cons traint s on
cen ter mo vement and r ealiza tion.
Basic Center Definitions11
• Cf(U): The set of forward-looking centers, which contains all the entities that can link the current
utterance to the following one. It is not constrained by features of previous utterances. Elements of
Cf(U are ordered; the major determinant of the ranking on the Cf(U) is grammatical role with
subject > object > others12.
• Cp(U): Highest ranking element of Cf(U)
                                                       
11
 The following functions Cf(U), Cp(U) and Cb(U) apply to a particular utterance U and a particular discourse segment DS. As
in(Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1995), we assume DS fixed and we drop it as an argument. Whenever the utterance argument U is
not critical we drop it too.
12
 Other factors influence the ranking of Cf(U elements. The effects of word ordering, clausal subordination and lexical semantics
are currently under investigation by other researchers.)
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•  Cb(U): The backward-looking center (unique) is the highest ranking Cf(Ui-1) realized in the
current utterance UI. Cb(U) is a discourse construct, therefore the same utterance in different
discourse segments may have a different Cb.
Center Transitions: The four possible center transitions across pairs of utterances are shown in Table 1.
Cb(Ui)=Cb(Ui-1) Cb(Ui) „  Cb(UI-1)
Cb(Ui)=(Cp(Ui) Continue Smooth-Shift
Cb(Ui) „  Cp(Ui) Retain Rough-Shift
Table 1
Center transitions
The central tenet in centering theory is that discourse coherence of a text span increases (and a reader's
cognitive load decreases) proportionately to the extent that discourse within the span follows two
fundamental centering constraints (Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1995). These are:
Constraint on realization: If any element in the set of forward looking centers of an utterance (Ui) is
realized by a pronoun in the following utterance (Ui + 1), then the backward looking center of the
following utterance (UI + 1) must also be realized by a pronoun.
Constraint on movement:(i.e. centering transitions) Sequences of CONTINUATIONS are preferred over
sequences of RETAININGs; and sequences of RETAININGs are preferred over sequences of
SHIFTINGs (and consequently, smooth shifts are preferred over rough shifts).
Grosz and her colleagues suggest that a competent generation system should apply the constraint on
movement by planning ahead in an attempt to minimize the number of SHIFTs in a locally coherent
discourse segment (Grosz, Joshi and Weinstein 1995).
Our centering-based strategy implements this suggestion by selecting intra-clause orderings that
enforce centering transitions consistent with a given discourse structure. The strategy is general and can
be applied to any discourse structure, but to be effectively applied to the generation of captions some
assumptions not supported in terms of centering theory must be made. The problem is that the NPs
generated in the captions are often possessive and have complex syntactic structures (e.g., “the selling
price of the house”, “the mark's horizontal position”) and centering theory is not yet clear on the
determination of centers in complex syntactic structures such as possessives and subordinate clauses
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(Grosz and Sidner 1993). To accommodate for this problem we made two assumptions. First, given
possessives of the form “property of grapheme/entity”, either the grapheme or the entity is the center, not
their properties. Secondly, even when only a property (e.g selling-price, right edge) is mentioned, the
corresponding entity or grapheme is the center.
Our centering strategy processes the ordered speech acts sequentially and assumes that text spans
describing the mappings from properties of a grapheme to properties of an entity are locally coherent
discourse segments. The strategy enforces the constraint on movement within each of these discourse
segments by preferring a CONTINUATION or a SMOOTH-SHIFTS transition to a RETAIN or a ROUGH-
SHIFT transition respectively. This is done by keeping the highest ranking forward-looking center of
the first clause of the segment (which is either an entity or a grapheme), as the Cp(U_(i)) of all the
following clauses in the same segment. In this way, in all such clauses the Cb(U_(i)) and the
Cp(U_(i)) will be the same and, according to Table 1, this corresponds to forcing either
CONTINUATIONs or SMOOTH-SHIFTS.
Furthermore, the strategy applies an additional constraint on movement: between segments
dealing with different graphemes, the strategy explicitly marks the segment boundaries by ROUGH-
SHIFT, SMOOTH-SHIFTS and RETAIN over CONTINUATION. This case is not mentioned in (Grosz, Joshi
and Weinstein 1995). However, since the system maintains local coherence in a segment by
minimizing ROUGH-SHIFTS and RETAIN s, it seems intuitive to prefer ROUGH-SHIFTs and RETAIN s to
emphasize the change at segment boundaries (i.e. the boundaries between such segments should be
maximally incoherent). Thus, in the caption generation application, when a text span describing the
mapping for a grapheme (a discourse segment) is followed by a description of a mapping for a
different grapheme (another discourse segment), the centering strategy will try to force either a
ROUGH-SHIFT or RETAIN to mark the segment boundary. This is done by moving the Cb(U_(i)) of the
clause following the boundary out of the clause front position. That is, if the grapheme is the
Cb(U_(i)), the domain entity is placed in front of the clause, and vice versa in the other case.
For example, consider the effect of the centering strategy on clauses 3-5 of the sample caption
shown in Figure 19. Since clauses 3-4 are about mappings from properties of the same grapheme--a
horizontal bar--they are assumed to belong to the same discourse segment. Therefore, the system
keeps the Cp of clause (4) equal to the Cp of clause (3) by placing the possessive “the house's asking
price” in front of the clause. In contrast, since clauses (4) and (5) are about mappings from properties
of different graphemes, a RETAIN centering transition was enforced (vs. a CONTINUATION) by moving
the possessive corresponding to the Cb, “the house's agency estimate”, out of the front position. Once
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intra-clause orderings are determined by the centering strategy, the annotated speech acts are passed
to the referring expression module.
5.5 Referring Expression Module
The referring expression module is largely based on the algorithm for incremental interpretation
described in (Dale and Reiter, 1995). The incremental interpretation algorithm can generate
appropriate referring expressions by incrementally constructing a set of attributes that uniquely
identify the desired referent. These identifying attributes are selected based on a domain specific
default ordering. In our case, the only referential problem is identifying the graphemes, and often the
type of the grapheme (e.g., “bar”) is sufficient to do so.13 However, sometimes, a graphic may contain
multiple graphemes of the same type. In such cases, the system must utilize additional perceptual
properties (e.g., color, saturation, size, shape) to build an appropriate referring expression. For
example, the referring expressions for the bars in the caption for the chart shown in Figure 20 use
color as an additional identifying attribute.
Since our system generates multi-sentential captions, the referring expression module takes into
account what is in focus at a given point in the discourse in order to generate concise and natural
expressions. The referring expression module considers in focus all of the forward looking centers
(i.e. Cf) computed by the centering module, and simply removes identifying attributes if they are in
the Cf at that point in the discourse. This strategy results in the more concise rephrasing:
(3) The house's selling price is shown by the left edge of the bar (4) whereas the asking price is
shown by the right edge. The horizontal position of the mark shows the agency estimate.
There are other forms of referring expression reduction due to discourse context that require a
more sophisticated treatment. Hand written captions often radically simplify descriptions to express
facts such as: “the third chart shows the neighborhood.” However, the system generated caption
would express the underlying proposition, based on the data to grapheme mappings, as: “the position
                                                       
13
 For instance, we do not have to worry about issues such as implicatures conveyed by lexical choices or the use of non basic-level
classes, since the set of objects and the available ways of referring to them in our context is so limited.
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This chart presents informatin about house sales from data-set TS-1742.
The Y-axis indicates the houses. The dark gray bar shows the house’s
selling price whereas the black bar shows the asking price.
Figure 20
The referring expression module uses color in this case to distinguish between the two types of bars
and the attributes mapped to them.
of the mark in the third chart shows the neighborhood.” The sequence of reductions shown below
could achieve the more natural effect by repeatedly reasoning about the picture and the information
being conveyed by each statement
the position of the mark in the third chart shows the neighborhood (1)
Þ the mark in the third chart shows the neighborhood (2)
Þ the third chart shows the neighborhood (3)
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The system would need to realize that position was the only attribute of the mark being used for a
mapping, and position is always clear in a graph and need not explicitly be mentioned; thus resulting
in statement (2). However, since the mark is the only grapheme used in the graph, the system could
leave off mentioning the mark as well, thus resulting in statement (3). There are two ways of dealing
with this issue, (a) the system could apply iterative refinements of the referring expressions generated
by the planner, as done in the local brevity algorithm (Reiter, 1990). However, this single case would
have substantially increased the computational cost of generating referring expressions in all cases,
without significantly improving any of the other (perfectly appropriate) referring expressions
generated by the module, (b) the system could recognize this specific situation at a higher level and
process the speech acts appropriately to avoid this situation completely. Thus, rather than considering
this situation as a problem of generating an appropriate expression for the concept position of the
mark in the third chart, we have chosen to push this problem up to the planner level during content
selection. (Consequently, there are operators that look specifically for situations such as this--single
grapheme in a space, mapping a single property--that are selected by the planner in such situations.)
While this does tend to muddy the distinction between the “high-level” planner and the “lower-level”
tactical processing--because the planner is now forced to deal with this one situation regarding
referring expressions that should arguably be dealt with more properly by the referring-expression
module--it does enable the system to generate appropriate texts with a simpler, more efficient
approach in this application.
I t sh ou l d be no te d t ha t t he re i s o ne ad di ti o na l t yp e of re fe r ri ng e x pr es s io n th a t ou r s ys te m i s c ap ab le 
o f ge ne r at in g . Th is ha pp e ns i n s it ua t io ns wh en t h e gr ap h ic b e in g ex p la in e d is c o ns id e re d co mpl ex 
e no ug h t o re q ui re a n e xa mpl e. I n s uc h c as es , t he sy st em at te mpt s to hi gh l ig ht t h e gr a ph eme
c or re sp o nd in g t o th e t up le b e in g u se d in th e e xa mp le . The r e ar e a n umb er o f way s i n wh ic h t he re le va n t
g ra ph eme c an be h ig h li gh t ed : wi t h a g ra ph ic a l an n ot at io n , su c h as a n a rr o w, a c i rc le su rr ou n di ng th e
g ra ph eme , a c ha ng e i n co l or , et c .- -wi th a c o rr es p on di ng nu mb e r of wa ys i n whi ch th e c ap ti on ca n t he n
r ef er t o t he gr ap he me. Th is i s s imil a r to t h e ap p ro ac he s u se d f or g e ne ra t in g cr o ss -mo da l re f er en c es 
d is cu ss e d in th e co n te xt of t he C OM ET (McKeo wn et al ., l 9 92 ) a nd W IP (And ré a n d Ris t, 1 9 94 ) p ro je ct s .
Thi s wi l l be il lu st r at ed in t he ne xt s ub se ct i on wh ic h di s cu ss e s th e g en er a ti on o f e xa mpl es .
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5.6 Example Generation Module
If the text planner encounters particularly complex data to grapheme mappings, it can attempt to
present an example to clarify the problematic mappings. Our current implementation is designed to
trigger the example generation process in the case of interfering grapheme clusters where occlusion
can hinder interpretation. Plan operators (described in Section 5.1) contain constraints that check for
the appropriate conditions and establish goals for the generation of an example in the caption. In
response, the example generation module selects a grapheme shown in the picture, finds the data
values associated with the individual grapheme, and constructs an example that can be use by the text
planner. Additionally, the example generator also posts a request to SAGE to highlight the relevant
instance in the picture. If the highlighting request succeeds, the example generator annotates the
example with this information and the resulting caption mentions the highlighted grapheme.
Currently, this is the only case in which the caption generation mechanism can influence the graphic
design. A caption fragment which includes an example is shown below:
For examp le, as shown in th e high lighted tup le, 32 37 Beechwood Boulevard's askin g price is 7 9900 d ollars and
its selling price is 65000 dollar s. Its agency estimate is 7978 1.625 dollar s. Its neigh borhoo d is S quirrel Hill.
The re are a number of issue s rele vant t o the genera tion o f capt ions t hat in tegrat e examples a nd tex t (Mit tal
and Paris , 1992 ; Mit tal an d Pari s, I99 3). We will not di scuss them h ere in detai l beca use th e cont ext in 
whi ch our curre nt sys tem ge nerate s expl anatio ns is very r estric ted (a s comp ared t o the genera l case of
exp ositor y text in wh ich ex amples are t raditi onally used when n ovel o r abst ract c oncept s are being
int roduce d). Th e main diffe rence betwee n gene rating examp les fo r pure ly tex tual d escrip tions and ou r
cur rent a pplica tion i s in t he sel ection of va lues u sed fo r illu strati on: on e of c onstra ints i n our curren t
sit uation is th e abil ity of the r eader to ide ntify the gr apheme in qu estion . Rath er tha n use a stra tegy t hat
fin ds and uses either extre me, li miting value s or more pr ototyp ical v alues, the c urrent appli cation requi res
the selec tion o f a gr apheme that is eas y to i dentif y and interp ret va lues mapped to it. To en able t his, t he
sys tem mu st be able t o reas on abo ut ind ividua l grap hemes as wel l as t he pic ture a s a wh ole: which
gra phemes are n ot cro wded b y othe r grap hemes, are n ot too small , thin or ot herwis e unco nventi onal t o
mak e inte rpreta tion d ifficu lt, ha ve dat a valu es map ped to them that c an be discus sed in the c aption 14 , etc.
                                                       
14
 This situation often occurs in maps, when certain tuples are better for examples because they're close to landmarks that can be
used to identify them.), etc.
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6. System Implementation and Evaluation: A Discussion
I n ge ne r al , i t is e s se nt i al t o e mp ir i ca ll y e va lu a te t he o ri es an d sy s te ms th at p u rp or t ed ly i mpl eme nt t he m.
Not o nl y d o e va lu at i on s h el p ot h er s u nd er st a nd t h e st re n gt hs an d li mit at i on s of va ri o us h yp o th es e s an d
s ys te ms , b ut th ey a l so f a ci li ta t e co mpa ri so n s be t we en c o mp et i ng c la i ms i n man y c as es . Howev e r, NLG
e va lu at i on s a re c on s id er e d di ff i cu lt (Hov y a nd Mee te r, 19 90 ) . NLG sy st ems c an be e va l ua te d a t ma n y
d if fe re n t le v el s, s o me o f t he m b ei ng or th og o na l t o ea ch ot he r . Ou r c as e i s no e x ce pt i on . Th e re a r e at 
l ea st t h re e d if fe re n t, a n d eq ua l ly i mpo rt an t q ue s ti on s t ha t o ne c ou l d in v es ti ga t e fu r th er :
• v al idit y o f t he c omple xi t y me tr i c: pe rh ap s t he mo st c r it ic a l as pe c t, s i nc e wi t ho ut a va li d 
c ompl ex i ty me tr ic , t he s y st em wo ul d n ot b e a bl e t o ge ne r at e r ea so na b le c a pt io ns ir re s pe ct iv e o f
h ow wel l a ny / al l of th e o th er c o mp on e nt s pe r fo rme d. The o nl y way to c or r ob or a te t he co mp l ex it y
met ri cs we d i sc us se d h er e wou ld be t h ro ug h r ig or o us u se r e xp e ri me nt s ; fo r tu na te l y, a re ce nt 
d is se rt a ti on on g ra p h co mpr eh en s io n ( Sh ah , 1 99 5) lo ok ed at s o me o f t he f a ct or s i n ou r c ompl e xi ty 
met ri cs an d f ou nd t h at ma ny o f t he f a ct or s u se d i n ou r c ompl e xi ty me tr ic we re i n de ed co rr el a te d
wit h th e i nc r ea se d t imes re qu ir e d to in te rp r et g r ap hs a n d ch a rt s.
• v al idit y o f t he dis c ours e s tr at e gi es : th e pa p er d i sc us se d t hr e e di sc o ur se st ra te g ie s f or s tr u ct ur i ng 
i nf or ma t io n p re se nt e d in th e ca p ti on s . Th er e a re at l ea s t two way s t o ev a lu at e a s et of s tr a te gi e s us ed 
( 1) b y p er fo r mi ng a co rp u s an al y si s o n a di f fe re n t se t o f ch a rt s an d c ap t io ns t h an t h os e us e d to 
i ni ti al l y in f er t he st ra t eg ie s i n an ef fo rt to s e e ho w wel l t he y fi t t he te st s e t: t h is i s t he u s ua l ap p ro ac h 
i n ma ch i ne l e ar ni ng wh er e t he l e ar ni n g an d t es t s et s ar e k ep t s ep ar a te f o r pr ec i se ly th is r e as on .
Howev er , t hi s wou ld re qu i re s ig n if ic a nt r es o ur ce s t o fi n d an d c od e c ha rt s a nd t h ei r c ap ti on s f or bo th 
t he d at a d is p la ye d a nd t h e di sc o ur se st ra te g ie s u se d. Th is wo ul d he l p de t er mi ne wh et h er t he se t o f
d is co ur s e st r at eg ie s we h ad c ome u p wit h wa s b ot h c on si s te nt an d co mpl et e . ( 2) Ano t he r way t o
e va lu at e t he di sc ou r se s t ra te gi e s wo u ld b e b y co n du ct in g u se r c ompr e he ns i on t es t s wi t h va ri o us 
c ha rt s a nd c a pt io ns ge ne r at ed u s in g d if fe re n t st r at eg ie s a t r an do m: wh il e t hi s wou ld be l es s e ff i ci en t
a t te st i ng t h e se t o f st r at eg ie s f or co mp le t en es s , it wo ul d a ll ow u s t o v al id at e t ha t a p ar t ic ul a r
s tr at eg y ( fr o m ou r s et o f t hr ee ) was be st s u it ed fo r pa r ti cu l ar t yp e s of ch ar ts .
• utility of the captions generated: or the value-added test: are the captions and the graphics
together better than the graphics alone for some purpose? If so, the value of generating the
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captions would be confirmed. We conducted an informal, subjective evaluation of the system
over a period of two years. Whenever users interacted with SAGE and were unable to understand a
graphic, we suggested that they generate a caption. Later on, we requested feedback on their
experience: whether the captions were useful or not, and if they would have liked to see
something different. We can categorically state that the captions clearly help in understanding the
graphic being presented. The need for natural language explanations seems to arise every time a
novel, complex graphic is generated--something that happens quite frequently with SAGE.
A large part of the work we have discussed in this paper is system independent and applicable to
any automatic graphic design system. Perhaps the most surprising aspect about our current
implementation is how far one can get with such a simple architecture. We made certain simplifying
decisions initially in order to get a prototype implemented. Surprisingly few of these simplifying
assumptions were problematic down the line. An example of this is our pipelined architecture. Most
NLG researchers agree that the various modules in a NLG system need to be strongly interconnected
with bi-directional communication and control and use shared data structures. We started off by using
a pipelined architecture and were surprised to find that the simplifications seemed to be problematic
in only one situation (which we were able to get around by planning appropriately). There are several
advantages of a pipelined approach as in our case: not only is it easy to design, implement and test
each module independently, it also becomes easy to extend the functionality of any individual module
without significantly affecting the others. While such a simplified architecture will certainly not
suffice for all generation tasks, this is a strong argument for trying this minimal approach to see
where it falls short and why.
Over the last two years, this system has been used to generate captions for several hundred
figures in different domains (housing-sales, Napoleon's march of 1812, logistics transportation,
scheduling, etc.). Porting the system from one domain to another usually requires only specifying the
lexicon for the new domain (e.g., “battle,” “troops,” etc.). The fact that the captions generated in each
of these--quite different--domains are deemed useful and natural by users is testimony to the
effectiveness of the caption generation mechanism currently in place.
It should be noted that there are two shortcomings in the system that will be addressed in future
work: (1) the caption generation system, as described here, cannot in general, modify the graphics
designed by SAGE if so required by the caption. There are several cases where this capability would
be extremely useful, but the caption generation system described here was designed to work after
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SAGE had designed and rendered the graphic. There is one specialized case where coordination
currently occurs, which is when the caption generator presents an example. In that case, the caption
generator can request that the graphemes corresponding to the tuple values used in the example be
highlighted in the picture; (2) the system does not, as yet, analyze the data set for interesting patterns
or clusters of data points. To do this, the system will need a clustering analysis module that can be
used by the caption generator. As a result, the system cannot generate captions of the sort “this chart
shows that sales were flat throughout 1995, but rose sharply in 1996.”
7. Related Work
Mos t pr e vi ou s e ff or t s in ge ne ra t in g i nt el li g en t mul ti -me di a p re se nt a ti on s h av e f oc us e d on c o or di n at in g
n at ur al la ng u ag e an d g ra p hi ca l d ep ic t io ns o f r ea l wor ld de vi c es ( e.g ., mi li ta ry ra di o s (Fei n er a n d
McKeo wn , 1 99 1 ) an d c of fe e mak er s ( Wah ls te r e t a l., 19 9 3) ) f or g en e ra ti n g in st r uc ti o ns a bo u t th e ir 
r ep ai r o r pr o pe r us e . Th e se p ro j ec ts ta ck le d i mp o rt an t p ro bl e ms s uc h a s a pp or ti o ni ng co nt en t t o med ia 
a nd g en e ra ti n g cr os s r ef e re nc es be twe en t he m. Re s ea rc h h as a l so f oc u se d o n is su e s re g ar di ng th e
g en er at i on o f c oo rd i na te d p re se n ta ti o ns i n a pp li c at io ns wh er e t he g r ap hi c s ar e f amil i ar , or po ss e ss a n
o bv io us ma pp i ng b et wee n t he d at a se t a nd a g r ap hi c al i ma g e (e .g., we a th er ma ps ( Ker pe d ji ev , 1 99 2) an d
n et wo rk di ag r ams (Ma rk s a nd Rei te r, 19 90 ) ).
Our work differs from these projects in two ways. The first difference concerns the type of data
that our system deals with. Unlike the presentations generated by the systems mentioned above,
presentations generated by SAGE are usually based on abstract or relational information (e.g., census
reports, logistics data, hospital administration data, real estate sales data), lacking any obvious
graphical depiction. Second, although our long term goal is to generate coordinated multi-media
explanations using informational graphics and natural language, our focus in this paper was on
generating effective natural language explanations about the graphical presentations. In order to do
this, the system had to explicitly reason about the perceptual complexity of the presentation.
Generating such captions is an important component of constructing multi-media explanations
involving integrative graphical displays.
 The POSTGRAPHE system ( Fasciano, 1996; Fasciano and Lapalme, 1996) is the closest related
research effort. As in our work, PO S TGRAPHE generates statistical graphics and accompanying
captions. However, the issues considered in our work differ from those in POSTGRAPHE in several
ways and both the text and the graphics generated by POSTGRAPHE emphasize aspects orthogonal to
the ones considered in our project. For instance, POSTGRAPHE can take as input a list of aspects that
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should be conveyed by the presentation. (These goals are represented in the system as a pre-defined
set of templates, such as, “show the evolution of <attribute-name-1> with respect to <attribute-name-
2>”.) This information is then used by POSTGRAPHE to not only generate an appropriate type of
diagram (e.g., a line chart), but also to generate a caption that explicitly captures the specific aspects
of interest, such as: “The profits were at their highest in 1975 and lowest in 1974, with about half
their 1975 value.” This is in contrast to our system, which does not reason about trends or
relationships between different data points shown in the graphic. Instead, our work has focused on
describing complex data to grapheme mappings and deriving metrics for perceptual complexity. This
is due, in part, to the nature of the graphical presentations that the two systems can design. (\sc SAGE
), for instance, is capable of designing novel graphical presentations for very complex datasets, using
techniques such as multiple grapheme composition and space alignment to facilitate cross-attribute
comparisons. The range of graphical capabilities in POSTGRAPHE is more limited. Combined with the
fact that the graphics are generated in response to an explicit user goal, user comprehension problems
in POSTGRAPHE are less likely than in our system. Perhaps in light of this, POSTGRAPHE does not
need to explicitly analyze its graphic presentations for potential ambiguities or perceptual
complexities, and the captions accompanying the graphic do not take these factors into account.
However, our current implementation, described in the paper, should not be confused with our
long term research agenda; it was designed as a framework to evaluate more sophisticated
capabilities. These include some of the capabilities that POSTGRAPHE has, particularly those dealing
with the generation of information about trends and patterns. We plan to extend the approach used by
POSTGRAPHE to take into account both the writer's goals and domain- and data-specific aspects. To
this end, we are developing a language to express presentation intentions, taking into account both our
experiences as well as the language used in POSTGRAPHE. Furthermore, whereas the sequence of
presentation goals to be achieved are part of the input to POSTGRAPHE, our new framework generates
these dynamically by integrating a data analysis module with a discourse planner. The data analysis
module is being designed to identify all possible relevant aspects of the data based on the domain
specification and an analysis task. The planner can use a variety of strategies to select and organize
these aspects into complex arguments that can be realized as presentations combining both text and
graphics (see (Kerpedjiev et al., 1997) for further details on our new framework).
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8. Conclusions and Future Work
Cap ti on s t ha t e xp la i n no v el o r c re at i ve g ra p hi cs ca n be cr uc i al i n u nd er s ta nd in g h ow da ta a n d va r io us 
r el at io n s ar e e xp re s se d i n th em. Thi s p ap er pr es e nt s a f ra me wor k fo r g en e ra ti ng ex pl a na to ry ca pt i on s fo r 
i nf or ma t io n g ra ph ic s . Th e s ys te m g en e ra te s c ap ti o ns b as e d on : ( 1) a re pr e se nt at i on o f t he s t ru ct u re o f
t he g ra p hi ca l p re se n ta ti o n an d i ts ma pp in g t o th e d at a i t de p ic ts , ( 2) a fr amewo rk f o r id en t if yi n g th e
p er ce pt u al c o mp le xi t y of gr ap hi c al e l emen ts , a nd (3 ) th e s tr u ct ur e o f th e d at a e xp re s se d in th e g ra ph ic .
One o f t he s t re ng th s o f o ur a pp r oa ch is t ha t t he sy st em is a b le t o g en er a te s ur p ri si n gl y ef f ec ti v e an d
c ompr eh e ns ib l e de sc r ip ti o ns i n t he a b se nc e o f a d et ai le d s ema nt ic mo de l f or t he do ma i n. The ca pt i on s
s ho wn i n t hi s d oc ume nt we re g en e ra te d u si ng on ly th e da t a ch a ra ct er i za ti o n us ed by S AG E fo r de s ig ni n g
t he v is u al p r es en ta t io n a nd a n e xt re mel y ba s ic l e xi ca l r ep re s en ta ti o n. Th us , th e c ap t io n ge n er at i on 
mec ha ni s m ca n b e qu i ck ly an d ea s il y t ra ns fe r re d t o an ot h er d o ma in ( t he o n ly t hi n g re q ui re d i s a l ex ic on 
f or t he ne w t er ms ). Ho we v er , th i s is al so a li mi t at io n, be ca u se u nd e r ce r ta in c i rc ums ta nc es , t he sy st em
g en er at e s se e mi ng ly od d d es cr ip t io ns . Thi s o cc ur s i n ca s es wh er e th e u nd e rl yi ng da ta b as e
r ep re se n ta ti o n ha pp e ns t o c on ta i n at t ri bu te sp ec i fi ca ti o ns t h at d if f er f r om t he wa y t he y wo u ld n o rmal ly 
b e de sc r ib ed in d is c ou rs e . Fo r i ns ta n ce , if th e d at ab as e s ch e ma h ap p en ed to r el a te h o us e at t ri bu t es s uc h 
a s ho us e a dd r es s, n u mb er of r oo ms an d s al e p ri ce to t he (o wn e r) o f t he h o us e, r a th er th an t h e ho u se 
i ts el f, th e s ys te m wou ld ge ne ra t e st a te me nt s s uc h a s “J o hn 's sa le p r ic e i s…”
A secondary limitation of our implementation is that it does not generate general graphical
annotations. While the system can (and does) highlight specific graphemes in the presentation if so
required by the planner (currently done to single out the tuple being used in an example), the system
does not coordinate the generation of graphical keys and the captions. This is because our speech act
language does not permit bi-directional communication between the text planner and SAGE . The
ability to specify arbitrary graphical annotations in the speech act language would make the current
simple specification quite complex. As we extend the planning framework to generate both the text
and the graphics, this will be remedied as well.
There are two ways to facilitate an effective use of a graphic: (1) explaining how the graphic
expresses its data, and (2) conveying what aspects of the data are relevant to the current user's
analysis task. In the work described in this paper, we have addressed the first issue. We are currently
working on the second one.
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Appendix A: The Speech Act Specification
Figure 21
The BNF for specifying speech-acts in our system.
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Caption-Generated: This chart presents information about house sales from data-set TS-2480. The
y-axis shows the houses. The left edge of the bar shows the hosue’s selling price whereas the right
edge shows the asking price. The mark shows the agency estimate.
Figure 22
Plan steps and the corresponding caption generated are shown here. (Terms such as DOM- 2516 are
pointers to domain concepts and attributes in the KB).
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